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Abs t rac t .  In this work, a multi-resolution procedure based on a gener- 
alized Laplacian pyramid (GLP) with a rational scale factor is proposed 
to merge image data of any resolution and represent them at any scale. 
The GLP-based data fusion is shown to be superior to those of a similar 
scheme based on the discrete wavelet transform (WT) according to a 
set of parameters established in the literature. The pyramid-generating 
filters can be easily designed for data of any resolutions, differently from 
the WT, whose filter-bank design is non-trivial when the ratio between 
the scales of the images to be merged is not a power of two. Remotely 
sensed images from Landsat TM and from Panchromatic SPOT are fused 
together. Textured regions are enhanced without losing their spectral 
signatures, thereby expediting automatic analyses for contextual inter- 
pretation of the environment. 

1 Multi-sensor Image Data Fusion 

The availability of da ta  from many sensors with different characteristics makes 
da ta  fusion a topic of ever increasing relevance in the field of digital image pro- 
cessing. The main goal of pixel level algorithms [1] is to combine the original 
images from different sensors in order to synthesize a new set of da ta  whose 
spatial and /or  spectral resolution results to be enhanced, or to concentrate sig- 
nificant features of the various bands in a single image, thus compressing infor- 
mation and enhancing contrast  and texture. In some cases processing is made 
with the main objective of extracting significant features [2] by maximizing the 
spatial contrast  on the basis of the whole da ta  set: distortion measures are not 
considered. In other applications, such as classification, merging algorithms are 
requested to maintain the spectral characteristics of the original da ta  as much 
as possible [3] to avoid misinterpretation and introduction of undesired effects. 

Approaches based on principal component analysis (PCA), on t ransformat ion 
of the original da ta  in the hue intensity saturation (HIS) color space (three 
bands at a time), and on high pass filtering (HPF) [3] have been investigated 
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in the literature to achieve the latter objective: HPF resulted far more efficient 
than the other algorithms in preserving the spectral features of the enhanced 
bands. Therefore, such space-frequency image representations as discrete wavelet 
transform (WT) and Laplacian pyramid (LP) have been recently investigated 
for image fusion aimed at contrast enhancement [2]. 

Multi-spectral Earth observations from space exhibit limited spatial resolu- 
tions, differently from broad-spectrum imaging sensors, that may be inadequate 
to specific identification tasks. A typical example of such a situation is repre- 
sented by Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) multi-spectral imaging sensor, which 
has a 30m x 30m ground resolution in seven spectral bands and by the SPOT 
panchromatic (PAN) sensor, which provides single-band observations on a broad 
wavelength interval, with a 10m x 10m pixel size. Data fusion of Landsat-TM 
and SPOT-PAN images have been previously considered in the literature [3] 
due to their availability and their complementary spatial/spectral features. This 
paper reports about a pyramid-based approach to data fusion of Landsat-TM 
and SPOT-PAN images, with images previously registered on a common carto- 
graphic base, each at its own scale (30m and 10m, respectively). The proposed 
algorithm is a variant of the high-pass filter (HPF) method by Chavez et al. [3], 
recognized as one of the most efficient. Its generalization is achieved in a pyra- 
mid framework, since a generalize pyramid is an efficient structure by which both 
the high-pass filtering and the contrast enhancement algorithms can be easily 
implemented. Images are available at several different spatial scales. The expan- 
sion/reduction filters can be easily designed to cope with data of any resolutions 
from different sensors. Once new data from different sensors will be available 
on the selected test site (e.g., SAR data, digitized aerial photographs, hyper- 
spectral high resolution aircraft data, data from new-generation satellites), they 
will be easily merged with the existing ones in order to assess any advantages 
occurring from a cooperative analysis based on multiple imaging sources. The 
algorithm is assessed in terms of both objective scores and visual quality. Spec- 
tral feature preservation of Landsat images is evaluated. The performance of the 
merging procedure is previously discussed and assessed in a comparison with an 
analogous scheme based on the WT [2], recently established in the literature. 
The pyramid algorithm is found to be superior on the basis of both subjective 
and objective criteria. 

2 M u l t i - s c a l e  I m a g e  A n a l y s i s  

2.1 Wavelet  t r ans fo rm 

The wavelet transform provides a multi-resolution representation of continuous 
and discrete signals [4]. When it is applied to a sequence of discrete data f(n),  
the original signal can be considered as the coefficients of the projection of a 
continuous function into the highest resolution subspace: the coefficients rel- 
ative to the lower resolution subspace and to its orthogonal complement can 
be obtained through the subsampling of the discrete convolution of f(n) and 
the coefficients of the impulse response of two digital filters H(w) and G(w), 
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respectively low-pass and high-pass [4]. The two outcome sequences represent 
a smoothed version of f(n) and a detail signal, respectively: the latter, being 
the output  of a high-pass filter, highlights the points in which rapid changes 
of the signal occur. In a similar manner, the higher resolution data  can be re- 
trieved from the lower resolution projections by up-sampling and low-pass ill- 
tering. Therefore, the wavelet representation is closely related to a two-channel 
sub-band decomposition scheme. 

Xo(m'n) f Wavelet 
Transform 

. . . . . .  ~_ X~L(rn,n) 
Wavelet ~"X~ H(m'n) 

Transform ~-- x~=L(rn,n) 
J-- X~="(m,n) 

L LL- • X~ (m,nl 
--x~H(m,n) 
--X~l"(m,n) 
-- X~l"(m,n ) 

HL 

HH 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 1. Two-level 7 sub-bands wavelet transform scheme (a) and associated spatial 
frequency sub-bands (b). 

If two dimension signals are dealt with, a wavelet representation can be ob- 
tained by separately processing rows and columns of the array. Let Xo(m, n) be 
the original image with dimensions M x N, and let xLL(m, n), m = 0,. . . ,  M / 2 -  
1, n = 0 , . . . , N / 2 -  1 be the lower resolution subsequence obtained by low- 
pass filtering rows and columns; analogously, let xLH(m,n), X~lXL(m,n), and 
x~H(m,n),  m = 0,... ,  M/2 - 1, n = 0,... ,  N / 2 -  1, be the sub-sequences ob- 
tained by the combination of low-pass and high-pass filtering along the rows or 
the columns. Since high-pass filtering highlights edges in an image, xLH(m, n) 
and x[fL(m, n) will contain information about vertical and horizontal contours, 
respectively. With analogous considerations x~H(m,  n) highlights diagonal de- 
tails. Further splitting of x~L(m, n) yields a multi-level decomposition: the sig- 
nals x~L(.~, n), x~H (.~, n), x f fL (.~, n) and Xff~I (m, n), .~ = 0, . . . ,  Mt2 2 - 1, 
n = 0 , . . . ,  N/2 2 - 1, are produced at the second level of the decomposition and 
general expressions for the higher levels can easily be derived. Figure 1 shows the 
scheme for a two-level decomposition yielding a seven sub-bands representation: 
in the figure the Wavelet Transform block denotes the one-level four sub-bands 
separable splitting. The low-frequency coefficients xLL(m,n), are further de- 
composed, thus yielding a wavelet space-frequency representation, in which the 
wavelet coefficients may be accommodated into sub-bands based on their content 
of spatial frequencies. 
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2.2 Laplacian pyramid  

The Gaussian pyramid (GP) is a multi-resolution image representation obtained 
through a recursive reduction, i.e. low-pass filtering and decimation. Let Go (m, n), 
m = O, . . . , M - l ,  and n = O, . . . , N - 1 ,  M = u × 2K, N = v x 2g,  be the input 
image. The GP [5] is defined with a decimation factor of 2 ($ 2) as 

G~(m,n)  = reduce2[Gk_l](m,n) 
L. L~ 

E E r2(i) ×r2(j)  G k _ l ( 2 m + i , 2 n + j )  (1) 
i:-L. j=-L~ 

for k = 1 , . . . , K ,  for m = O , . . . , M / 2  k - l ,  j = O , . . . , N / 2  k - l ,  in which k 
identifies the level of the pyramid. The 2D reduction (low-pass) filter is given as 
the outer product of a linear symmetric odd-sized kernel {r2 (i)} which should 
cut-off at one half of the signal bandwidth, to prevent aliasing. 

From the GP, the LP is defined, for k = 0 , . . . ,  K - 1, as 

Lk(m,  n) ~ Gk(m,n )  -- expand2[Gk+ll(m,n) (2) 

in which expand2[Gk+l] denotes that the (k + 1) st level of the GP is expanded 
by a factor 2 to match the size of the underlying k th level: 

expand2[Gk+l](m,n) ~= E E e2(i) × e2(j) Gk+l + m  j n (3) 
2 ' 

i=--L~ j=-Le 
(j+n) rood 2----0 
(i+m) mod 2=0 

for m = 0 , . . . , M / 2  k - 1, n = 0 , . . . , N / 2  k - 1, and k = 0 , . . . , K -  1. The 2D 
low-pass filter for expansion is given as outer product of a linear symmetric odd- 
sized kernel {e2(i)}, which again should cut-off at one half of the bandwidth. 
Summation terms are taken to be null for noninteger values of (i + m ) / 2  and 
(j + n)/2, corresponding to interleaving zeroes introduced by up-sampling ($ 2). 

2.3 General ized LP wi th  a ra t ional  scale factor  

The expressions found for (1) and (3) may be generalized to comprise reduction 
and expansion factors different from 2 [7]. Reduction by q is defined as: 

L~ L.  

reduceq[Gk](m,n) z~ E E r q ( i ) x r q ( j )  G k ( q m + i ,  q n + j )  (4) 
i=--L, j=-L~ 

The reduction (low-pass) filter {rq(i)} should be designed to cut-off at one qth 
of the signal bandwidth. Expansion by a factor p is defined as: 

Le L~ I j + n \  
expandp[Gkl(m,n) ~ E E ep(i) × ep(j) Gk P , P (5) 

i=--L, j=--L~ 
(j+n) rood p=0 
(i+m) mod p=0 
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The expansion filter {ep(i)} should cut-off at one pth of the signal bandwidth. 
Summation terms are null for noninteger values of (i + m)/p and (j + n)/p. 

Ifp/q > 1, p, q integers, is the scale factor between two images to be merged, 
(1) modifies into the cascade of an expansion by q and a reduction by p 

Gk+l : reducep/q[Gk] ~= reducep{expanda[Gk]} (6) 

while (3) becomes an expansion by p followed by a reduction by q. 

expandp/q[Gk] ~ reduceq{expandp[Gk]} (7) 

When (4) is cascaded to (5), convolution can be skipped after up-sampling in 
(6), as well as before down-sampling in (7). 

The Generalized Laplacian Pyramid (GLP) with p/q scale factor between 
adjacent layers, Lk, can thus be defined as: 

Lk(m,r~) ~ Gk(m,n) - expandp/q{reducep/q[Gk]}(m,n) (8) 

The filter design usually is a tradeoff between selectivity (sharp cutoff) and 
computational cost. Filters with different characteristics have to be designed to 
cope with bandwidth requirements of data fusion algorithms. In particular for a 
p/q scale ratio, only low-pass filters with 1/p and 1/q normalized frequency cut- 
offs are needed. Instead, the WT requires also a high-pass filter (i.e. a complete 
filter-bank) which must generally be re-designed for every value of p/q. 

3 M u l t i - r e s o l u t i o n  D a t a  F u s i o n  S c h e m e s  

The idea of the wavelet-based image fusion algorithm developed by Li et al. [2] 
is to merge couples of sub-bands of corresponding frequency content on the basis 
of an activity measure locally computed on 2 x 2 blocks of coefficients. The fused 
image is produced by taking the inverse transform of the blocks of coefficients 
chosen as the more active between the two images. 

The block diagram reported in Figure 2 describes the data fusion algorithm 
in the general case of two image data sets, preliminarily registered on the same 
cartographic base, whose scale ratio is p/q. Let $1 be the data set constituted 
by a single image having smaller scale and $2 the data set made up of several 
multi-spectral observations with larger scale. The goal is to obtain a set of as 
many multi-spectral images as $2, each having same spatial resolution as $1. The 
upgrade of S~ to the resolution of $1 is the zero-mean GLP (8) of $1, computed 
for k = 0. The high-pass component from $1 is added to each of the expanded 
images of $2 to yield an enhanced set of multi-spectral observations, $3. 

4 Exper imenta l  Results  

Figures 3(a) and (b) show Band 6 (thermal infrared) and Band 5 (near infrared) 
of a Landsat TM image portraying a zone of the Elba island, in Tuscany, Italy. 
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Fig. 2. Outline of data fusion procedure for two images with a p/q scale ratio. 

Due to SNR constraints, TM Band 6 is actually sensed with a ground resolu- 
tion of 120m/pel and resampled in order to match the size of the other bands 
(30m/pel). Figures 3(c) and (d) show fusion results of the two algorithms. The 
results of Fig. 3(c) have been obtained through the F IR  implementat ion of a 
cubic spline W T  [4,6]. Although the wavelet-fused image looks sharper,  artifacts 
are perceivable around edges, due to ringing effects. 

Spectral feature preservation is evaluated by taking the pixel differences be- 
tween any of the merged images and a linearly resampled version of Band 6 
(both integer valued). These differences are expected to be either zero or very 
small on homogeneous areas, and relevant on contours or highly textured areas. 
The s tandard deviation of such differences and the number of pixels in which 

Table  1. Std. devs. (STD) of the differences obtained by subtracting merged images 
from expanded TM bands. Percentage of pixels (P :t: 1) whose absolute differences are 
equal to either one or zero. Results reported for wavelet (WT) and pyramid (GLP). 

TM Band: WT: STD GLP: STD WT: P 4- 1 GLP: P 4- 1 
1 . . . .  2.93 2.65 '40.91% 53.63 % 
2 2.69 2.32 41.89 % 49.35 % 
3 2.62 2.48 41.47 % 53.94 % 
4 2.24 2.22 40.96 % 64.09 % 
5 2.27 2.33 41.66 % 64.08 % 
7 2.39 2.34 41.63 % 65.67 % 

they are equal or very close to zero represent two figures of merit  for image da ta  
fusion [3]. The  former should be as close to zero as possible. Due to roundoff 
to integers, pixet differences are taken to be null if their absolute values do not 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Fig. 3. ~s ion  of Landsat TM Band 6 (a) with Band 5 (b): (c) wavelet scheme; (d) 
pyramid scheme. Both images are 256 × 256 details. 

exceed unity. Table 1 reports the scores of each TM band. It is apparent that  the 
pixel percentages are far larger for the pyramid scheme. Standard deviations are 
slightly smaller for the pyramid, with the only exception of Band 5. The values of 
the parameters reported have been optimized over the pyramid-generating filter 
(15 taps) and are steady. The results of Table 1 are bet ter  than those reported in 
[3], thanks to the multi-resolution framework which allows a bet ter  filter design. 

SPOT Panchromatic and Landsat TM data  were available for the test area 
of Metaponto,  in Southern Italy. The images were registered on the same car- 
tographic base, each maintaining its own scale. The p/q ratio is 3. Original 
SPOT-PAN and TM Band-5 images are shown in Figure 4, together with the 
enhanced TM Band-5 version, in order to visually assess the quality of the re- 
sults. Contours and textures are highlighted. The local average level is carefully 
preserved. Such a feature is important  in determining spectral signatures, and 
its alteration may be responsible for misclassification and misinterpretation. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 4. 256 x 192 detail of the SPOT-PAN image (a), ground resolution 10m, and 
TM-5 image (b) of the test area: resolution is 30m and a magnification by 3 has been 
applied for displaying. TM-5 image pyramid-fused with SPOT-PAN (c). Performance 
parameters, as defined in Table 1, are S T D  = 4.05 and P ± 1 -- 36.44%. 
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